SCLIntra™ Enterprise
Campus Logistics Software
SCLIntra Enterprise uses mobile computers and barcodes to monitor and control the flow of tangible objects — mail, parcels,
property, files or people — as they enter, move through, and exit a facility. Designed for demanding, real-world applications,
SCLIntra features intuitive user interfaces, rugged hand-held data collection devices, intelligent routing and sorting logic , text and
email notification, signature capture and in-depth reporting. It allows any user to track any object, and monitor distribution,
anywhere within your campus; yet it’s flexible enough to adapt to the way your operation already works.

Choose from
dozens of
desktop delivery
options –
signature
capture, location
scan, bulk
deliver, alternate
recipient, ID
Badge scan,
parent-child
delivery and
many more.
Combine options
to match your
accountability
needs.

Pickup

SCLIntra can
automatically
email or text
notification to
each recipient,
eliminating
unnecessary
calls and
inquiries. You
decide when and
if these are sent.

Deliver

Send your team
on its way with
signature
capture mobile
devices.
Intelligent
routing puts the
right packages
on the right
mobile device
for each courier.

Notify

Point and click to
match each item
with a recipient
in the database.
SCLIntra
addresses,
routes, and
prints labels for
efficient
delivery. If
desired, create
barcode labels to
make anything
traceable.

Route

Receive up to
1200 items per
hour. Just scan
carrier barcodes
and
automatically
verify delivery
counts.

Sort

Receive

A Simple, Speedy, Customizable Process
Create pickup
requests from
the desktop.
Double
productivity by
delivering and
picking up items
in the same
sweep. Close
the tracking loop
by connecting
SCLIntra to your
shipping system.

Powerful Mobile Application

Mobile computing
application &
architecture same
as workstation PC

Security - Your
data is safe on the
SD card no matter
what happens to
the handheld

Easy to install,
configure and
administer – just
drop the SD card
into any valid
handheld and go
to work

Microsoft
ActiveSync
enabled - no extra
software needed
to sync. Sync over
wi-fi, cellular, or
USB.

Delivering Accountability
SCLIntra is scalable. SCLIntra is affordable. And SCLIntra is the only fully-integrated system built to run internally on your corporate
network or externally in the cloud that is capable of managing your entire logistics process. Regardless of whether you have a single
facility or a corporate campus, SCLIntra is:

Accountable

Expandable

Flexible

Thoughtful

•Full chain-of-custody detail from receiving through delivery – for any
accountable item that moves
•Scheduling and tracking of deliveries, moves, and pick-ups
•Standard and customizable management and service-level
performance reports
•Eliminate shrinkage and loss in the delivery chain
•Outbound control – coordinate outbound shipments with mail stop
pick-ups; even connect with your shipping system
•High-speed barcode accuracy
•Improved visibility to internal customers
•Track Interoffice Mail
•Initiate desktop shipping requests
•Save with pouch mail to remote offices
•Tie to shipper and ERP APIs to extend functionality and visibility
•Language Selection based on Windows user login
•20 Variable User-Configurable Fields: Adding purchase order, RMA,
serial and asset numbers is a snap
•Custom screen layout & label designer
•Myriad acquisition and deployment models – subscription, lease or
perpetual license, on-premise, hosted, virtualized, single and multitenancy Cloud hosting
•Localization support
•Centralized application management
•Microsoft ClickOnce™ deployment
•Status driven process management
•One click reporting through stored group searches
•Integrates into your existing workflow
•Automatic, logical courier routing based on your workflow
•Uncomplicated screens and navigation
•Self-service recipient delivery search through your corporate browser

SCLogic is the leader in package tracking solutions. We design, develop, deploy and support our software. SCLIntra Package Tracking
Solutions are available for purchase, rental or lease; on premise or hosted; you decide, we deliver.
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